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Glossary

Although NATO has been consulted during the writing of this paper, it is solely the
work of Spacemetric and does not represent any official Alliance position.
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Executive summary
The emergence of networking and
relatively widespread imagery collection
solutions in operations has greatly
increased the appetite of those involved
‘to see around the corner and over
the hill’.
Whilst the attraction of gaining Information
Superiority through such means is obvious,
it has also brought with it the challenge of
planning for, and then dealing with, the vast
amounts of data that threaten to overload the
user and restrict their ability to sort the critical
from the routine.
NATO’s answer to this pressing need, which
seeks to leverage the Alliance Ground
Surveillance (AGS) system, the Multi-Int
All-source Joint ISR Interoperability Coalition
(MAJIIC) 2 initiative, the Battlefield Information
Collection and Exploitation System (BICES)
and the envisaged Federated Mission
Network (FNM), is NATO Joint ISR (JISR).
Collectively, NATO JISR aims to bring
these initiatives together to improve
both information request and collection
management workflows and, through
the widespread introduction of Coalition
Shared Data (CSD) servers, a regime where
information (particularly imagery, both still and
video) sharing is commonplace using both
‘pull’ and ‘push’ techniques.

It is envisaged that the integrated command
structure will benefit hugely from NATO JISR
not only from its ability to move information
around freely, but also from the transparency
and interactivity of information request and
collection planning available to those in the
command chain. Moreover, the ready access
to both real-time and historic data will enable
both highly reactive operations and longer
term detailed analysis.
Whilst some nations, due to their command
ambitions, will look for full JISR functionality,
it will neither be necessary nor affordable for
all. That said, any nation generating imagery
needs to be able to archive and catalogue
its products against future need, as well as
contribute (and gain access to) the wider
alliance/coalition effort.
Geared specifically to imagery management
issues, Spacemetric’s flagship product,
Keystone, could be the solution to a nation’s
imagery needs. In addition to world-class
processing, archiving and cataloguing,
Keystone is NATO JISR compliant and
through its CSD module can provide users
with the capability to both share and access
imagery products across any Alliance
operation. Moreover, it can be scaled to
meet future needs and connected with other
systems should greater JISR functionality be
required, thus avoiding unnecessary early
start-up costs. In sum, Keystone could help
you deliver the right image to NATO JISR.
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1. Introduction
‘Truth is universal; perception of truth is not.’
Anon

Modern strategic thought places a
considerable degree of importance on
Information Superiority (IS) to enable
better, and faster, decision making.
Arguably, that has always been the case,
although today – in the Big Data era – the
challenge is more to sort the critical from
the routine rather than to gather any
relevant information whatsoever.
However, using information for better decision
making and decisive operations is only
half the battle. The public everywhere have
practically instantaneous access to events
worldwide; consequently, unless friendly
actors successfully influence the emerging
narrative, they can find themselves winning
battles but losing wars. Access to accurate,
timely information is critical to both making
one’s own case and countering the version
of events that adversaries will invariably
attempt to build. We, therefore, need to know
what to look for, organise how it is collected,
collect and then process information for
dissemination whilst archiving it against
future need.
NATO’s answer to this pressing and growing
requirement is the Joint Intelligence,
Surveillance and Reconnaissance initiative
(NATO JISR), which seeks to promote an
interoperable environment that allows both

the alliance’s integrated command structure
and individual member nations to generate
and access shared data at all appropriate
levels. Beyond basic connectivity,
a number of the activities covered by
NATO JISR are primarily the concern of the
command structure and a few nations with
the ambition to command alliance forces
at the higher levels. There is one activity,
however, in which all members are either
currently engaged in or in the near future will
be engaged, that needs to be accounted
for – the management of digital imagery.
Indeed, the emergence of relatively low cost
reconnaissance pods and unmanned aerial
systems (UAS) has meant that such capability
– once the domain of major powers – is now
available to practically everybody, along with
the challenges that producing vast quantities
of high quality digital imagery in both still and
video form dictate.
The purpose of this paper is to explore
imagery within NATO JISR from a member
nation perspective. To that end, it will
consider NATO JISR in general terms,
before going on to explore how a nation’s
imagery effort can be grown within the
overall Alliance initiative and, in particular,
how Spacemetric’s image capability offering
‘Keystone’ could be tailored to fill a nation’s
emerging or existing need.
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Spacemetric – who are we?
Founded in 1999, Spacemetric’s
aim was to provide cost-effective
systems that streamline the
process between geospatial
image acquisition and
application.

Spacemetric’s
NATO/EU Customer Base
Sweden

From this aim and over
20 years previous
experience in image
USA
processing, the Keystone
product range was born.
Keystone has been sold
in numerous formats to
civilian and military
customers worldwide
servicing products from
both space-based and aerial
platforms. Spacemetric has its
headquarters in Sweden, with
subsidiaries in the Netherlands and
the United Kingdom; it is through its
Dutch development centre and
work with the Netherlands MoD that
it has built its NATO credentials.

The
Netherlands
United
Kingdom
Germany

France
Italy

Spain
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2. NATO JISR
Conflicts involving individual NATO members
since 2000, as well as the commencement of
International Security Assistance Force (ISAF)
operations in Afghanistan, demonstrated quite
clearly that both networking and intelligence
collection capability would have a profound
effect on contemporary operations.

the advantages of a common networking baseline.
Moreover, there was also a growing perception that the
introduction of the Alliance Ground Surveillance (AGS)
system from 2017 or so would further challenge the
capacity of the JISR domain unless change was made.
Consequently, in 2012, the Alliance formally adopted
NATO JISR as ‘a Flagship Initiative’ at its Chicago
Summit:

Although networking was developing quickly during
this period, it was patchy and reliant initially on
US infrastructure as chat facilities and the like –
systems geared to timely, interactive collaboration
– and the transfer of large amounts of data became
commonplace. Moreover the rapid expansion in digital
collection capability, including the advent of Full Motion
Video (FMV), only served to increase the appetite for
this kind of information and emphasise that improved
connectivity could not come soon enough if users were
not to be swamped with detail – the infamously named
‘data deluge’.

‘As one of its most critical needs, NATO
seeks an enduring JISR capability which
will permit the coordinated collection,
processing, dissemination and sharing within
NATO of ISR material gathered by the AGS,
NATO’s Airborne Early Warning and Control
(NAEW&C), as well as many extant and
emerging national ISR assets.’
Such a capability will be based on the JISR
initiative to address identified shortfalls in
information sharing capabilities and qualified
JISR personnel.’

NATO began to come to terms with these challenges
as the ISAF mission matured through initiatives like the
Afghan Mission Network (AMN), which demonstrated

Photo courtesy of Northrop Grumman

Heads of State & Governments, Chicago Summit 2012
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As one of its most critical needs, NATO seeks
an enduring JISR capability which will permit the
coordinated collection, processing, dissemination
and sharing within NATO of ISR material gathered by
the AGS, NATO’s Airborne Early Warning and Control
(NAEW&C), as well as many extant and emerging
national ISR assets.

Simplistically, AGS, along with NAEW&C and nationally
owned ISR collection platforms, would provide the
source of information and intelligence, and BICES and
FMN1 the connectivity to move that data around.
MAJIIC2, on the other hand, would provide procedures,
a service oriented architecture (SOA) and the
understanding necessary to allow compliant systems to
interoperate thereby allowing collaboration on a grander,
timelier, scale. It would also support the development
of Coalition Shared Data (CSD) and services for both
NATO and NATO nations, which would enable sharing
of ISR products and workflow status.

The goal of NATO JISR was to develop a coherent
framework, for use by both NATO and its constituent
nations to enhance and rationalise JISR operations;
as such it aims to enable:
• Collection Management – Plans

This CSD concept, which was to become central to
the MAJIIC programme, would comprise four main
components:

• JISR Management – Operations
• Exploitation – Analysis

• JISR product archive

• Dissemination – Data & Products

• Service for streaming JISR data

In doing so, JISR was challenged to exploit four
ongoing initiatives, namely:

• Store of dynamic data to support
choreographed workflows for direction
and management of JISR

• AGS
• JISR Multi-INT All-source Joint ISR
Interoperability Coalition ‘2’ (MAJIIC2)

• Specialised collaboration tools

• Battlefield Information Collection and
Exploitation System (BICES)
• Federated Mission Network (FMN)
– the follow on to AMN
1

FMN is a future aspiration; in the meantime, NATO Secret (NS) and Mission Secret (MS) provide an alternative connectivity arrangement to BICES.
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MAJIIC
As the MAJIIC programme reaches its
conclusion (end 2015), it is worth recalling that
it began in 2006 with the aim:

• MAJIIC2 in comparison, continued this work,
but also widened the project’s scope and
context. In particular, it aimed to increase
the range of intelligence sources and related
services, as well as better defining specific
workflows, especially those related to
Intelligence Requirements Management
and Collection Management (IRM&CM).
The result is greater transparency of the
overall process and greater responsiveness to
short notice priority ISR tasks and requests.

‘....... a multinational effort to maximise
the military utility of surveillance and
reconnaissance resources through the
development and evaluation of operational
and technical means for interoperability of
a wide range of ISR assets.’
NC3A Briefing Note, Oct 2006

The outcome of this work has been the establishment
of doctrine, TTPs and architecture necessary to
build an information sharing network that enables
participants to plug and play anywhere in the system
providing they are MAJIIC compliant. Exercises over
the past 2 years have conclusively demonstrated that
this approach could form the foundation for future
planning. First, UNIFIED VISION 14 proved the validity
of the MAJIIC2 architecture; in the event, 33 CSD
servers were interconnected and successfully shared
data, while the SOA demonstrated the transparency of
the JISR process. Second, STEADFAST COBALT 15,
demonstrated that MAJIIC-generated interoperability
could be sustained across different bearers with some
participants using BICES, whilst others connected
through NS/MS.

Originally under the facilitation/technical management
of the NATO Consultation, Command and Control
Agency (NC3A), and more recently the NATO
Communications and Information Agency (NCIA),
the Alliance has worked principally with nine nations
and their industrial partners2 to deliver the project’s
mission.
The MAJIIC programme ran in 2 phases: MAJIIC1
from 2006-11 and MAJIIC2 from 2011-end 2015.
Whilst both phases followed similar themes, they can
best be differentiated as follows:
•M
 AJIIC1 focused on common standards
for imagery and, in particular, FMV and
the development/utility of CSD. With the
subsequent better understanding and
definition of Tactics, Techniques and
Procedures (TTP); system architecture;
and key data formats and protocols,
Phase 1 resulted in the very real win that
ISAF developed the potential to share FMV
in Afghanistan.

2

Over a 10 year period, MAJIIC has brought coherency
to developments in this area and delivered an
interoperability baseline that should ensure NATO JISR
can mature towards its stated aims.

Spacemetric joined the MAJIIC project through its Netherlands office in 2012.
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Spacemetric and MAJIIC
Spacemetric joined the MAJIIC2
programme in 2012; under the
umbrella of the Netherlands MoD,
the initial work was for validation
purposes. This activity, during a visit
to UNIFIED VISION 12, was primarily
aimed at assessing the role that
Keystone might play within MAJIIC2.

Following the advances made in this initial
phase of cooperation, summer 2014 saw
Spacemetric further contracted by the
Netherlands to continue building Keystone
JISR compatibility; in particular,
the company was tasked to develop:
• 2-way exchange of still imagery
data and products

Having established that Keystone could
be made MAJIIC compliant, Spacemetric
was awarded a contract by the NL MoD,
in spring 2013, to adapt Keystone to
connect to CSD servers and publish
still imagery products using the
Bravo baseline.
Consequently, Spacemetric joined the
MAJIIC working group and proved
Keystone/MAJIIC compliancy during
MAJEX 13 trials and UNIFIED VISION 14.

• Support for live video streams
• Annotation of still/video snapshots
• Provision of multi-baseline
(Alpha and Bravo) support
Through further working group meetings
and successful participation in the
OPTIMAX 15 trial, these challenges were
all incorporated and proven in Keystone
during 2015.
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JISR concept
of operations
The JISR process is the information collection
cycle that is informed by, runs in sync with, and
ultimately provides information to two other
cyclic activities: operations and intelligence.
The NCIA describes the inter-dependencies as
illustrated in Figure 1 below.

Brigade level. All those organisations would be able to
make ISR requests and access into the subsequent
products on a ‘pull’ as well as ‘push’ approach.
Beyond this integrated command structure, it is also
envisaged that national contingents would be able to
access information through their own CSD server and
workflow services, or network of servers and services
depending on their contingent force structure.

Notably, whilst the Intelligence and Operational
cycles feed each other, both also feed their ISR
requests to the JISR cycle and both, depending
on the product required, can receive the answer
to their request direct.

Indeed, it is worth noting that full functionality across
the spectrum of JISR activities is most likely only
required by those in the formal command structure.
Whilst some nations, due to their command ambitions,
will aspire to interact across all functionalities also,
it is likely that others will be more interested in access
to information/intelligence products both for their
situational awareness and to service their individual,
as well as collective, needs.

In terms of operational layering, it is anticipated
that a CSD server and workflow services will be
available at Joint Force Command (JFC Brunssum or
Naples), Joint Task Force Command, the Component
Commands and at various land contingents down to
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3. Imagery within
NATO JISR
As already mentioned, the rapid expansion of
image based surveillance and reconnaissance
through digital pods on fixed-wing aircraft and
purpose-built UAS has placed imagery at the
very heart of NATO JISR.

Photo: Alamy

Indeed, imagery might be seen as the basic JISR
currency and CSD servers as the currency’s federation
of banks; within a nation’s set-up, you may even have
subordinate servers (branches) feeding a central server
which itself, in turn, feeds into the wider international
knowledge bank. One might even take the analogy
further and suggest that the MAJIIC protocols and
definitions are the regulatory tools that allow and guide
the system in its function.
Recent conflicts have demonstrated conclusively that,
whilst image generation is an undoubted (and growing)
strength amongst NATO nations, imagery itself can
be a two edged sword. The saying ‘a picture says a
thousand words3’ has often been found to carry the
narrative and seeking out narrative defining images
will invariably be a goal of all sides in any battle for
public opinion.

Figure 2: No image description is necessary!

and share with operational partners. The very same
imagery banks are also invaluable for providing the
evidence to counter claims made elsewhere, whether
by an opponent or in the press, and building up
retrospective ‘patterns of life’ in long-term intelligence
analysis.

On the other hand, an image can also have a
perversely negative effect. For example, recent video
footage of Russian aircraft bombing ISIS targets may
have been intended to boost Russia’s international
standing; in fact, many watching the subsequent
explosions, appearing everywhere but in the video
cross-hairs, merely commented on the lack of
precision and potential for collateral damage4.

Neither should we discount the importance of sharing
imagery when ‘looking over the hill or around the
corner’ in live or near real time operations; the ability
to share and disseminate imagery, both still and video,
can be the difference between tactical success and
failure. Moreover, the NATO JISR CSD architecture
means the ability of one nation’s ISR collector to assist
another member nation through the rapid transfer of
imagery becomes a very real possibility; used correctly,
it means scarce assets, hitherto unable to assist
another nation’s units, can now provide vital timely and
potentially battle-winning intelligence. In short, nations
have as much interest in timely access to imagery as
they do in being seen to be good coalition members
through the sharing of their own products.

In addition to an alliance/coalition building its narrative,
each contributing nation will need to develop a
nuanced version that addresses the particular needs
of its own electorate and minimises adverse public
opinion. From this, we can deduce that archiving
and cataloguing play as important a role in assuring
the right image is available as the ability to search
3

Probably drawn from the instructional quote ‘Use a picture. It’s worth a thousand words’, Arthur Brisbane, US, March 1911.

4

http://time.com/4059442/russia-bombing-syria-isis-assad/
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4. An imagery solution
– Keystone
Whether the emphasis is solely on imagery
processing and management, or imagery
management within a more comprehensive
IRM&CM functionality, Spacemetric’s flagship
product, Keystone, offers an imagery starting
point at the very heart of NATO JISR.

‘on the fly’5 into products for immediate use, thereby
eliminating expensive and lengthy pre-processing.
This methodology also benefits from Spacemetric’s
unique approach to cataloguing and archiving in that
any follow-on, retrospective processing6 accesses the
data in its most un-manipulated raw form; this means
that imagery is stored only once rather than in several
processed forms. Keystone, thus, addresses the
demands of any given task in an optimal way, rapidly
using every available pixel, rather than the traditional
compromise of using a mix of pre-processed stored
products.

Whilst it does not independently offer all the
functionality to which NATO JISR aspires, it can be
combined with other systems to address non-imagery
issues and thus grow with a user’s ambition rather
than present expensive start-up costs for additional
capabilities that may, or may not, eventually be
required.

As Figure 3 illustrates, Keystone is a server-based
solution to manage, geo-process and distribute
geospatial image data from a wide range of satellite
and airborne survey and video sensors. Keystone
ingests raw sensor data and applies geo-processing
to prepare data for use in the viewing and application

At the heart of Keystone is a world class imagery
processing, cataloguing and archiving system that
can take imagery, both still and motion, from either
space-based or airborne digital sensors. Such imagery
is accessed directly from the sensor and processed
Figure 3. Keystone System Context
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‘On the fly’ – all products are processed from raw data as required by the operator/analyst.

6

For example, reviewing images of the same location over time.
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Figure 4: Keystone Console Video client application showing live video playing in a ‘sensororiented’ window as well as projected in geospatial context on a (photo) map

suite (depicted on the right); from here, relevant
fragments/segments of data can be marked for priority
handling and reporting using a variety of standardsbased service interfaces.

tool’s own API) processed products for archiving.
Consequently, Keystone offers a one-stop image
data and product archive and gateway to such
client applications. Notably in these circumstances,
sensor specific pre-processing, geo-referencing and
screening are handled inside the Keystone server,
thereby guaranteeing rapid access to high quality
image as a service.

The Keystone archive and catalogue are accessible
through the system’s native Graphical User Interfaces
(GUI): Keystone Console and Portal. Keystone
Console (see Figure 4 above) provides the operator
with full control over data and processing on the
server, whilst Keystone Portal allows the browsing of
all the system’s published data sets.

And, finally, through its JISR CSD module, the
Keystone system interfaces with any coalition network
for the management and exchange of ISR products.
This has been achieved by adding a STANAG 45599
CSD capability to Keystone that is compliant with the
services based MAJIIC2 Bravo baseline.

Geographic Information System (GIS) clients7 can
connect to the Keystone server using Open Geospatial
Consortium (OGC)8 standards thereby accessing
reference image data from the system’s Web Mapping
Service (WMS).

The result is a plug and play integration capability
with a coalition network and its workflows. Through
workflow automation, selected image products can
be published to the coalition network with a single
mouse-click; moreover, tasking messages for the
Keystone sensors can be received in real time.

Similarly, add-on exploitation tools can also be
connected through the Keystone Application
Programming Interface (API) to permit the onward
passage of imagery and in turn receive (via the add-on
7

Client in this sense refers to a software application connected to a Keystone server.

8

The OGC is an international not for profit organisation committed to making quality open standards for the global geospatial community.

9

Keystone is also compliant with STANAG 4545 (still imagery) and STANAG 4609 (video).
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An imagery solution – Keystone
Continued

Keystone image processing enables the user to:
•O
 rtho-rectify. This involves correcting an aerial
image to adjust for topographic relief, lens
distortion and camera tilt; it essentially results in
an image with the same lack of distortion as a
map and can be aligned to the same orientation
of any maps and charts in use.
• Mosaic. Images can be mosaicked on demand
to create user-defined products unconstrained
by scene or map sheet boundaries. Mosaics can
be generated using multiple sensors with different
spatial resolutions and any number of still and
motion imagery frames.
• 3D Point Clouds. Keystone’s 3D module rapidly
calculates point clouds (see Figure 5) and digital
surface models from stereo aerial and satellite
imagery. This capability is particularly useful for
‘line of sight’ analysis during preparation for both
deployments and individual missions.

Figure 5: 3D point cloud

complementary functions11 means it can be plugged
into other systems when, and importantly if, the
need to grow into those capability areas is identified.
Consequently, expensive up-front and/or integration
costs can be avoided and the former only incurred
when a force is ready to build on already sound
foundations.

Keystone’s open architecture design means existing
Keystone users can easily be JISR CSD retrofitted,
and users with legacy equipment can achieve
both enhanced image management and JISR
compliance through Keystone acquisition; similarly,
new entrants into imagery production can be sure
of sharing information on the leading edge of NATO
interoperability with Keystone at the heart of their
image management process.

Through Life Development and Support.
Spacemetric’s approach is to seek a long term
relationship with its clients and, through its proven
track-record in innovation and agility, develop
Keystone to meet each customer’s emerging needs.
Whether it be growth in volume, integration with other
capabilities or responding to standards and protocols
arising elsewhere, users can be sure we will work with
you to match your needs with any changing context.
Spacemetric has regularly trained new users in the use
of Keystone in an operational context and can provide
a sensor data simulator module for operator currency
training if required.

Scalability. Keystone can also be scaled to, and then
grow with, a nation’s imagery ambition. Acquisition
can begin with a basic Keystone system to service a
trials’ aerial sensor and grow to cater for increasing
numbers of users, as well as reflecting improvements
in collector capability and imagery volumes. Moreover,
Keystone’s proven interoperability with other

11

For example, Keystone has been successfully used as the image portal for BAES’ SOCET GXP.
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5. C
 ase Study:
Our Swedish Partnership
"Spacemetric’s approach is to seek
a long term relationship with its
clients and, through its proven
track-record in innovation and
agility, develop Keystone to meet
each customer’s emerging needs."
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Case Study: Our Swedish Partnership

and metadata resulting in expedited intelligence
reports some 40 minutes after sorties’ end.
Overall, 574 sorties, over 340 000 images and
2271 intelligence reports were delivered. Similarly,
in 2012, Keystone played its part in ensuring the
Swedish Army was able to catalogue, access and
visualise video in real-time during peace support
operations in Afghanistan.

Spacemetric began its imagery partnership
with the Swedish Armed Forces in 2006 when
it was commissioned to provide Keystone to
manage imagery and associated workflows
for the SAAB Gripen reconnaissance pod.
Following on from experience operating Keystone
in this operational environment, Keystone was
next added to the inventory of the Swedish Armed
Forces Intel & Security Centre in 2008. Whilst
this capability has been successfully in service
ever since, operational experience, notably from
the Open Skies programme, recently identified
the advantages of being able to take an oblique
image (or strip of images) from an assortment of
sources and place it in a geo-referenced format
within the archive. In line with Spacemetric’s
policy of growing with its partners, such a module
was developed for Keystone, primarily at the
company’s expense.

Most recently, this last year has seen further
advancements as Keystone continues to be
developed to meet emerging imagery needs.
First, a system with a newly developed imagery
simulator module has been developed to act as a
facility for defining the next generation of Swedish
intelligence systems. Next, Spacemetric has been
challenged to explore how Keystone might be
used to catalogue and archive side-scan sonar
imagery – a novel, but essential, new area given
Sweden’s complex coastal waters.

In 2010, the Swedish Army announced its intent to
bring a tactical UAS, Örnen, into service in 2011;
this system would require FMV imagery
management, as well as an API into a wider
exploitation device – SOCET GXP. Again,
Keystone was adapted and developed to
meet the requirement.

Finally, in anticipation of Gripen’s commitment to
NATO Response Force (NRF)12 16, we have also
been investigating with the Swedish MoD and
Armed Forces how the Keystone JISR/
CSD module could be best used to improve
interoperability and deliver the kind of utility
that NATO JISR seeks.

Notably, both the Gripen Recce Pod system and
the Örnen UAS were then tested by operational
service over the next couple of years. First, the
Gripen provided much valued imagery over Libya
in 2011 – typically, these missions generated
thousands of images every flight. Given that this
particular capability does not data-link imagery
during flight, timely ground processing is essential;
Keystone provided the management of all imagery

In short, Spacemetric and the Swedish Armed
Forces have already enjoyed over a decade
of dedicated cooperation in taking forward
existing and emerging imagery needs and we
remain committed to a programme of continual
improvement that responds to the customer’s
requirements, as well as external contextual
changes.

12

The NRF comprises four elements: Command & Control element based on a deployable Joint Task Force HQ; Very High Readiness Joint Task Force (VJTF);
Initial Follow On Forces Group (IFFG) and, a Response Forces Pool (RFP). The Swedish contribution would be to this latter category.
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Glossary

Gripen with Recce Pod

AGS

-

Alliance Ground Surveillance

AMN

-

Afghan Mission Network

API

-

Application Programming Interface

BICES

-	Battlefield Information Collection
and Exploitation System

CSD

-

Coalition Shared Data

FMN

-

Federated Mission Network

FMV

-

Full Motion Video

GIS

-

Geographic Information System

GUI

-

Graphical User Interface

IFFG

-

Initial Follow On Forces Group

IRM&CM

-	Intelligence Requirements Management
and Collection Management

IS

-

ISAF

-	International Security Assistance Force

JISR

-	Joint Intelligence, Surveillance and
Reconnaissance initiative

OGC

-

MAJIIC

-	Multi-INT All-source Joint ISR
Interoperability Coalition

NAEW&C

-	NATO Airborne Early Warning
and Control

NC3A

-	NATO Consultation, Command
and Control Agency

NCIA

-	NATO Communications
and Information Agency

NRF

-

NATO Response Force

RFP

-

Response Forces Pool

SOA

-

Service Oriented Architecture

TTP

-	Tactics, Techniques and Procedures

UAS

-

Unmanned Aerial System

VJTF

-

Very High Readiness Joint Task Force

WMS

-

Web Mapping Service

Örnen Exploitation Station

Örnen UAS
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